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Background
The proliferation of advanced wearable medical technologies is increasing the
production of Patient-Generated Health Data (PGHD). However, there is lack of
evidence on whether the quality of the data generated from wearables can be
effectively used for patient care. In order for PGHD to be utilised for decision
making by health providers, it needs to be of high quality, that is, it must comply
with standards defined by healthcare organisations and be accurate, consistent,
complete and unbiased. Although medical wearables record highly accurate data,
there are other technology issues as well as human factors that affect PGHD
quality when it is collected and shared under patients’ control to ultimately used
by healthcare providers.

Objective
This study aims to explore human factors and technology factors that impact on
the quality of PGHD from medical wearables for effective use in clinical care.
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Methods
17 Semi-structured
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who deal with PGHD in:

• Diabetes
• Sleep disorders
• Cardiac arrhythmia
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Human and Technology Factors
affecting quality of PGHD

§ lack of digital health literacy among patients
which shape both the patients’ motivation and
their behaviours toward PGHD collection. For
example, the gaps in data recording shown in
the results indicate the wearable was not used
for a time duration
§ Participants also identified the cost of devices
as a barrier to the long-term engagement and
use of wearables.

• Australia
• USA
• UK

Relevancy

interpretability

§ lack of advanced functionalities such as realtime alerts for patients as well as complicated
settings which can result in errors.
§ In terms of PGHD coherence, different
wearables have different data capture
mechanisms for the same health condition that
create different formats which result in difficult
PGHD interpretation and comparison.
§ lack of possibility in real-time PGHD access by
healthcare providers which reduce the value of
PGHD use
§ Healthcare providers addressed a challenge on
where PGHD is stored and who truthfully owns
the data that affect the feasibility of PGHD
access.
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Results

Using PGHD garnered from medical wearables is problematic in clinical contexts due
to low-quality data influenced by technology and human factors. At present, no
guidelines have been defined to assess PGHD quality. Hence, there is a need for new
solutions to overcome the existing technology and human-related barriers to enhance
PGHD quality.
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